A generic heavy Higgs has both dim-4 and effective dim-6 interactions with the Standard Model (SM) particles. The former has been the focus of LHC searches in all major Higgs production channels, just as the SM one, but with negative results so far. If the heavy Higgs is connected with Beyond Standard Model (BSM) physics at a few TeV scale, its dim-6 operators will play a very important role -they significantly enhance the Higgs momentum, and reduce the SM background in a special phase space corner to a level such that a heavy Higgs emerges, which is not possible with dim-4 operators only. We focus on the associated VH production channel, where the effect of dim-6 operators is the largest and the SM background is the lowest. Main search regions for this type of signal are identified, and substructure variables of boosted jets are employed to enhance the signal from backgrounds. The parameter space of these operators are scanned over, and expected exclusion regions with 300 fb −1 and 3 ab −1 LHC data are shown, if no BSM is present. The strategy given in this paper will shed light on a heavy Higgs which may be otherwise hiding in the present and future LHC data.
It is not very natural that the SM has only one fundamental scalar field -the Higgs field. If Nature realy chooses this way, there must be something else unknown to us as yet. An alternative, and natural, way is that the 125 GeV Higgs boson discovered at the LHC [1]-[2] may be the lightest fundamental scalar field, among many that have yet to be found. Heavy Higgs particles are predicted in many BSM theories, such as the two-Higgsdoublet models, the minimal supersymmetric extension of the SM, and the left-right symmetric models. In a multiple Higgs field theory, the multi-Higgs potential will cause mixing among them to form the mass eigen states. Let Φ h and Φ H be the lightest and next to lightest neutral Higgs fields, with vacuum expectation values (VEVs) υ h and υ H , and gauge couplings g h and g H , respectively. Because of the Higgs mixing, they may not be the same as the SM VEV υ = 246 GeV and coupling g. Their couplings to the SM gauge bosons can be written as
where θ W is the weak mixing angle, m W the W boson mass, and
(2) * xin.chen@cern.ch † yue.xu@cern.ch For a SM-like light Higgs, ρ h is not far away from 1. Generally, for a heavy Higgs H, there could also be dim-6 effective operators which is related to an even higher energy scale BSM physics [3]:
where Λ is the scale below which the effective Lagrangian holds. It is set to 5 TeV in this work, since BSM at this scale is hard to be probed directly in general. Similar operators also exist for the SM Higgs h. As mentioned in [3] , the dim-6 operators that are not constrained by precision electroweak (EW) precision data and relevant for the heavy Higgs are
After the EW symmetry breaking, the effective Lagrangian terms involving the heavy Higgs and W /Z bosons are
where s = sin θ W and c = cos θ W . [7] - [8] , with negative results so far. The main production channel is gluon-gluon fusion (ggF). It is reasonable to assume that the Yukawa coupling between the heavy Higgs and fermions is small, or the Higgs is even fermi-phobic, so that it can escape the direct detection in the ggF channel. The remaining production channels are associated VH (V=W/Z) and Vector Boson Fusion (VBF), which only involve the interactions between heavy Higgs and W/Z bosons.
To reconstruct the heavy Higgs mass that can be used for a spectrum fit, we select the following decay modes:
where ℓ stands for an e or µ, and j stands for a jet. In general, the cross section of VBF is about an order of magnitude higher than VH in the high mass region, so it seems that VBF is the best channel to look for a heavy Higgs, and to suppress backgrounds by the presence of leptons in the final state, the decay modes of H → ZZ → ℓℓjj and H → ZZ → 4ℓ can be used. However, the former is accompanied by large SM backgrounds, and the yield of the latter may be too small to be detected. In addition, some traditional VBF variables such as ∆η jj may stop working for dim-6 operators. A comparison of two benchmark signals in the VBF channel with H → ZZ → 4ℓ is made in Fig. 1 , one with and another without the dim-6 operators. The presence of these operators enhances the Higgs p T , but also makes ∆η jj backgroundlike. Both signals have a yield of no more than 0.5 event at 300 fb −1 after object selection cuts, since their cross sections are at O(10 −3 ) fb level before detector cuts, as indicated in the caption of Fig. 1 .
In this paper, we focus on the VH production channel, with the heavy Higgs decaying into two W/Z boson. The extra derivatives in Eq. 5 will not only increase the heavy Higgs process cross section substantially, but also make the heavy Higgs and associated boson have high momenta. Combined with the large Higgs mass, this means that all three bosons present in the process are boosted, which leads to boosted boson jets in the final state. We can use both the high p T and substructure features of these jets to suppress the backgrounds. Final states with two (2ℓ) and three leptons (3ℓ) from the three bosons' decays are used, according to the Higgs decay modes specified in Eq. 6. The dilepton and leading jet (with 70 GeV < m j < 150 GeV) p T for VH production and 2ℓ channel are shown in operators has a much larger cross section, and the bosons have higher p T 's. In principle the 4ℓ channel with a clean background can be also used, but the low branching ratio of Z → ℓℓ makes its signal significance much lower than the 2ℓ and 3ℓ channels, so it is not included in the final fit. The effective interactions in Eq. 5 are modeled by FeynFules [9] and passed to MadGraph5 [10] for the heavy Higgs production and decay, and the partons are showered and hadronized by Pythia8 [11] . The free parameters that can be set freely in this model are m H , ρ H , f W and f W W . In the 2ℓ channel, single boson background of ℓℓ plus up to four QCD partons and diboson process ℓℓ + jj (where the two j's come from EW vertices) plus up to two QCD partons, are generated at the matrix element level with MadGraph5 and matched to the parton showers with the MLM method [12] . The triboson process ℓℓ + 4j (where the four j's come from EW vertices), tt with t → ℓνb, and ttZ with Z → ℓℓ are also generated with MadGraph5. It is worthwhile to note that ATLAS sees evidence of the SM tribosson process with partial 13 TeV data [13] . In the 3ℓ channel, the diboson process 3ℓ + ν plus up to two QCD partons are generated with MadGraph5 and matched to the parton showers with the MLM method. The triboson process 3ℓ + ν + jj (where the two j's come from EW vertices), and ttV with three leptons in the final state are also generated with MadGraph5. Our triboson events include the off-shell effect of the bosons and the VBF process of the jets. All background samples are showered and hadronized by Pythia8 too. Both signals and backgrounds are generated at leading order in QCD and EW at √ s = 13 TeV, and the PDF set NNPDF23LO [14] is used for all samples.
The events are afterwards passed through DELPHES [15] simulating the detector response of the ATLAS detector [16] . The tracking range is defined to be within |η| < 2.5, where η is the pseudorapidity. The electron tracking and identification efficiencies are 90 − 94% (71 − 77%) in the region |η| ≤ 1.5 (1.5 < |η| < 2.5), and those for muons is 94% (83%) in |η| ≤ 1.5 (1.5 < |η| < 2.5). The jet and missing transverse energy (E miss T ) are based on calorimeter measurements. The electromagnetic calorimeter resolutions are parametrized as 10.1% √ E ⊕0.17%E (28.5% √ E ⊕3.50%E) for |η| ≤ 3.2 (3.2 < |η| < 4.9), while those for the hadronic calorimeter are 1.59 ⊕ 52.05% √ E ⊕ 3.02%E, 70.6% √ E ⊕ 5.00%E and 100.0% √ E ⊕ 9.42%E for |η| ≤ 1.7, 1.7 < |η| ≤ 3.2 and 3.2 < |η| < 4.9, respectively. The energy E is all in GeV.
The minimum p T for an electron (muon) is 15 GeV (10 GeV). The normal jets are clustered with the anti-k t algorithm [17] 
overlaps with a lepton within ∆R < 0.4 (∆R < 1.0) [18] , this jet (fat jet) is removed in the event from consideration. A jet and a fat jet should also have ∆R > 1.4 to be considered as non-overlapping. The normal (fat) jets are required have p T > 30 GeV (p T > 50 GeV), and with |η| < 4.0.
To search for a heavy Higgs with boosted bosons in the 2ℓ channel, four signal regions are defined as shown in Tab. I. The event topology is characterized by a high momentum boson recoiling against two other bosons that come from a heavy Higgs decay, as schematically displayed in Fig. 4 . In region (1), the associated Z → ℓℓ recoils against a high momentum Higgs decaying into four jets (ℓℓ denotes the combined 4-vector of two leptons). The momentum is so high that the four jets form a fat jet (denoted by J). A a parameterless k t algorithm is run on the fat jet to exclusively cluster up to two subjets [19] . Exactly two such subjets are required, and each one's mass should be consistent with a vector boson. To further suppress backgrounds, the N -subjettiness variables τ 1,2 are used [19] . They are jet substructure variables calculated using exclusive k t axes, indicative of the subjet multiplicity in a parent jet. Similar topology to (1) exists in region (2), except that one boson from the heavy Higgs forms a boosted boson jet (a single normal jet denoted by j 1 , which is leading in p T ), and the other with a lower p T splits into two normal jets (j 2 and j 3 , 2 nd and 3 rd leading in p T , and j 23 denotes the combined 4-vector of these two jets). In region (3) and (4), the leading jet is the associated boson. One boson from Higgs decay forms two jets (region 3) or a single jet (region 4), and the other decays into dilepton. The ∆R cuts are applied to imposed correct topologies in different regions. The distributions of τ 2 /τ 1 for the boson jets j 1,2 in region (2-4) are shown in Fig. 3 . For signals with m H = 300 GeV, the regions definitions are similar to m H = 600 GeV, but due to the lower Higgs mass, events have less number of boosted boson jets. A T > 300 GeV, Nsj = 2, 70 GeV < mj 1 < 150 GeV, 70 GeV < msj 1,2 < 150 GeV, τ
70 GeV < mj 23 < 110 GeV, p j 23 T > 150 GeV, ∆R(j1, j23) < ∆R(ℓℓ, j1), ∆R(j1, j23) < ∆R(ℓℓ, j23), p
> 700 GeV bit tighter mass window cut is applied on the bosons, and region (4) is removed due to poor signal significance. Conversely, in signal with m H = 900 GeV, events have much larger number of boosted boson jets, and the Higgs can hardly form a fat jet. As a result, region (1) and (3) are removed, and a new region similar to (2) but with j 23 replaced by a single normal jet is added. In the 3ℓ channel, six signal regions are defined as shown in Tab. II, and schematically displayed in Fig.  5 . Regions (1-3) are characterized by a W (ℓν) boson recoiling against a heavy Higgs (ℓν denotes the combined 4-vector of ℓ and ν from W ), from which a boson decays into dilepton, and the other forms a normal jet, a fat jet or two normal jets (j 12 denotes the combined 4-vector of j 1 and j 2 ). Regions (4-6) are similar to (1-3), except that the roles of W → ℓν and Z → ℓℓ are swapped. The three leptons should have a net charge of ±1. For 3e and 3µ final states, the opposite-charged lepton pair with a smaller ∆R is regards as from Z → ℓℓ, while for eeµ and µµe, the correct combination is obvious. To suppress the fake leptons from jets (not modeled in this work) which generally have low p T , the lepton not coming from Z → ℓℓ is required to have p T > 50 GeV. The momentum of neutrino from W → ℓν is calculated from the assumed to decouple from fermions, it is expected that υ h ≃ υ. The mass of gauge bosons, especially the W , gets contributions from both the light and heavy Higgs through its dim-4 couplings to boson, which leads to the the relation
Since ρ h ≃ 1, it is expected that ρ H is not very large.
In this work, we take ρ H = 0.05 as a benchmark value, and scan the two dimensional parameter space of f W and f W W . Since the Higgs width is proportional to ρ 2 H m 3 H , the small ρ H also makes the Higgs width small. With ρ H = 0.05 and f W = f W W = 1000, a Higgs of mass 900 GeV has a width of only 0.571 GeV. Therefore, the interference between the signal and the SM triboson background (since they have the same final state) can be safely neglected.
Suppose there is no heavy Higgs signal with large dim-6 operator coefficients, the 95% Confidence Level (CL) exclusion regions for three different Higgs masses are shown in Fig. 7-9 , for two integrated data luminosities: 300 fb −1 and 3 ab −1 , combining the 2ℓ and 3ℓ channels. The bounds based on the consideration of gauge boson scattering amplitude unitarity [3] are also shown in these figures. It is evident that a large part of the parameter space allowed by unitarity can be excluded, with just 300 fb −1 of data. It is worthwhile to note that with ρ h = 1 large values of ρ H will shift the area enclosed by the unitarity bounds away from the origin, making these signals much easier to be excluded.
In summary, a search strategy for a heavy Higgs with generic dim-6 couplings to SM gauge boson is presented in this work. We go beyond the final state studied in [3] to focus on the two and three lepton final states, where the SM background can be substantially suppressed by means of boosted boson jets and jet substructure moments. The signal we are looking at can be sparse in ggF and VBF productions (thus escaped detection so far), but can be found in the VH production with proper sets of cuts. This is a phase space corner not touched upon by LHC up to date, and searching for such a generic heavy Higgs may shed light on something toward BSM. 
